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â€œTHE MOST ADORABLE BEST FRIENDS IN THE WORLDâ€• -BuzzfeedÂ Once upon a time,

Harlowâ€™s best friend was her older sister, Sage, a thoughtful and loving miniature Dachshund.

Harlow and Sage had a shared love for many things, including Christmas presents and the

legendary Meryl Streep. They played together, cuddled together, and shared their deepest secrets,

until September 2013, when, sadly, it was Sageâ€™s time to retire to the doggie palace in the sky.

Shortly after Sageâ€™s passing, Harlowâ€™s parents came home with Indiana, a Dachshund puppy

with a killer sense of humor. It took a little getting used to, but after a few months of showing Indiana

the ropes, Harlow began to recognize that a new adventure was about to unfold.Written in the wise

and witty voice of Harlow the Weimaraner,Â Harlow and Sage (and Indiana)Â is richly illustrated

with more than 125 stunning images of the highly photogenic pups who have taken social media by

storm. This is aÂ tale about the bond among three dogs, connected by deep love and unparalleled

friendship. (It is also a little about Meryl.)
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I started following Harlow and Sage over a year ago on Instagram. I fell immediately in love with

these two! Harlow's adventures, her expressions, her glasses, her love of "Harloween!" I adore

dachshunds and Sage was my instant favorite! I loved her eyes, her smile, that tongue! I was

heartbroken when she passed away!! I wasn't ready for this to be over. Harlow's mom and dad

introduced the sweetest baby sister, Indiana Thunderbolt one week later! I'm sure Harlow was still



missing her older sister and it took some time to get used to all that energy! Brittni Vega captures

the very essence and personalities of these adorable pups! The videos on Instagram make me

laugh out loud (yeah, LOL) and classic joke Mondays are always hilarious. My favorites are Indi

answering the door at Halloween and when she leaves cookies for Santa! I still go back and watch

those. Thank you, Brittni and Jeff Vega, for sharing your most precious girls with us! It makes me

smile!Now for the book...the questions I wanted to ask, what happened to Sage, how did Sage and

Harlow meet, did they get into trouble, was Harlow sad, was Indi going to let Harlow play with her

toys and sleep in her bed...these (and more!) are all answered in the book! I found out so much

about these girls. My favorite part was Indi being a baby pup and learning potty training in her

kennel at night. Everyone has experienced that puppy cry all night long. Harlow saved the

day(night!) by going to Indi and cuddling with her in her too small kennel. The pictures alone are

priceless! If you want to smile, laugh, learn and cry a little, then this book is for you! I loved it!!

I have followed Harlow, Sage & Indiana on Instagram for a while now, and just HAD to have this

book when they first announced it. The pictures keep you smiling and the story is both sweet,

touching and hilarious. I love that the book is written from Harlow's perspective, as well! If you're an

animal lover, or just a lover of these three particular animals, this is an absolute MUST HAVE!!

I close these little guys! The book is so much fun, good quality and fun pictures with descriptions. I

only wish they were more photos that we haven't seen before. A lot of the photos in the book are

images that have been all over instantgram and other media sites for a while now. Nonetheless, I'm

glad to have the book!

This is such a cute book! I loved it. It's kind of short, but is so sweet how your reading from the dogs

point of view. Lots of adorable pictures too. If you love dogs you'll love it. I hope they continue their

adventure and come out with another book!

LOVE THIS SO MUCH THAT I'VE ALREADY READ IT TWICE! I recently lost a pet Weimaraner to

cancer, and oddly enough this book was very therapeutic & helpful with the grieving process. Its so

wonderful for Brittni Vega to share her sweet pups with us. :)

If you love dogs, you will LOVE this book!! Such a sweet story and the photos are amazing. I follow

Harlow & Sage (really Harlow and Indiana and Reese) on facebook and their daily photos will



definitely brighten your day. I bought this book for my daughter for Christmas because she is a

dachshund mom and I read a good portion of it myself before wrapping it. Definitely recommend!

The best book about best friends! I am one of those internet fangirls who found this duo's instagram

account and became hooked! As soon as I saw they had a book I bought it up faster than Indiana

steals a toy! It's a cute and adorable book about best friends and loss but in a way that life goes on

and there is still happiness.

This adorable photo essay is a tribute to the true nature of dogs. They are not posed in "artistic"

poses with faux aspirations of fine art. They are simply themselves: dogs. The few images with

props and hats were pure fun. The author honors their intelligence, their sense of fun, their ability to

love, and their relationships with one another. The humorous captions add to the photos, but the

photos make the book. Instead of making dogs props in the photos, the dogs are revealed as

individuals with personalities and a joyful love of life. This book belongs in the library of every

Weimaraner and Dachshund guardian, and all lovers of dogs. I look at this book when I want a

spiritual lift and a laugh. My only concern was why a pup was adopted to be a new sibling for

Harlow. I would have been happier to see a rescue dog.
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